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Outside x BW Marshall Mtoto x Aerostar Manfred x Bell Elton

 go farm royal

 Vittoria Pessina (25 eudon daus. in the herd): «Our 
Eudon are performing very well in production... they are 
also very good for health and fertility. The majority of the 
14 first calvers were pregnant at first or maximum second 
insemination. On the health side, they are very normal cows 
that give you no problems».

 luca Prandini (30 eudon daus. in the herd): «Eudon is a 
sire that we have used more and more because it was at the top 
for GPFT and for fertility. His daughters are very high producers, 
very calm with beautiful udders and perfect feet & legs».

longevity 
115

Type   
+2.85

Udder 
+3.78

BCS
107

Daughters  
3,316

Exceptional Semen
class leader

 angelo scorsolini (8 eudon daus. in the herd): «Eudon 
is a sire that impresses me and that I will suggest to all my 
colleagues. His daughters are great producers with a great 
conformation that have no problems to get pregnant again».

 cascina rimbosio (6 eudon daus. in the herd): «Eudon 
is certainly a great sire for all who seek complete animals with 
production and functionality. His daughters in our herd are 
all sharing great production in quantity and quality and great 
conformation, especially in udders and feet & legs. All together 
they are also very uniform». 

Breeders views on Eudon’s daughters
Eudon daughters are very balanced and show great 
strenght. Their conformation is correct on the top line 
and rump with very deep chest. Legs are functional 
and sound while feet and locomotion are great! Udders 
are what make this sire great. 

In his daughters we find great rear attachments and 
a perfect insertion on the front, excellent ligament, 
well centered teats. Udder depth is simply exceptional. 
eudon is a source of balance, strenght and 
durability. 

The specialist  
on type and udder 

BalancE, STrEngTh, duraBiliTy.
Eudon: for building long lasting high production cows
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Eudon Vendemmia EX90

it019990815781 - aAa 234165 - ET TV TL TY - EX93  Bred by: Soc. Agr. Go-Farm Holstein di Gozzini F.lli - Casalmorano (CR)

Eudon
C. 20 M. 80 Y. 0 K. 10

C. 10 M. 50 Y. 0 K. 0

C. 0 M. 0 Y. 0 K. 20

C. 85 M. 10 Y. 100 K. 10

C. 0 M. 100 Y. 100 K. 00

Pantone 362 C

Pantone 485 C

black white

Pantone cool gray 2c

black white

Pantone 672 C

Pantone 241 C


